Particulate systems have proven difficult to probe experimentally in many instances. Simulations of granular flows, and mixing flows in particular, provide a useful means of studying particulate behavior. Mixing flows generate large scale patterns and structures which can be easily visualized. Thus, mixing studies provide a means of indirectly examining granular flows. In this paper we review recent computational studies of tumbler mixing, focusing on two very different, yet complementary, techniques: Particle Dynamics and Lagrangian Simulation. We discuss mixing in different tumbler geometries, as well as segregation and cohesive effects.
Introduction
Why focus on mixing? Unarguably, the first part of the answer has to do with the practical implications of the results. A second aspect is somewhat less obvious. Mixing flows generate large scale patterns and structures which can be easily visualized. Thus, mixing studies provide a means of indirectly studying granular flows which would otherwise be hard to probe experimentally. In this paper, we explore two complementary methods of simulation of particulate materials in the context of granular mixing:
Ž . Ž . Lagrangian Simulations LS and Particle Dynamics PD methods. Simulations and experiments of mixing and segregation in a prototype system -a rotating drum -are considered here. The role of cohesion due to liquid bridging in mixing is also briefly discussed. Fig. 1 shows a schematic outline or road map of the paper's contents.
A fundamental understanding of mixing of particulate systems is lacking, despite its potentially beneficial impact on a number of industries, such as pharmaceuticals, metallurgy, and ceramics, to name but a few. Possibly the biggest hindrance is that there is no accepted set of universal governing equations describing granular flow. This situation can be attributed not only to the intrinsic physical complexity of the problems, but also, in part, to the difficulty in experimentally measuring the bulk properties Ž . of the material e.g., stress, strain, voidage, etc. . While there have been notable advances in non-invasive experi-Ž w x mental methods positron tomography 1 , nuclear magw x w x. netic resonance 2 , and gamma ray tomography 3 , which circumvent problems associated with bed opacity, computational modeling of particulate flows has gained widespread acceptance as a viable alternative or supplement to experiments. One particularly fruitful use of computational modeling is for the study of mixing flows. This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we briefly discuss the application of continuum modeling techniques to LS of mixing problems. We pay particular attention to the application of this technique to mixing in a tumbler. In Section 3, we discuss the utility of ''model'' PD Simulations and discuss how this approach may be used to complement the LS. Finally, we conclude with a brief discussion of the potential future significance of this type of approach.
Lagrangian Simulations
Continuum mechanics-inspired studies of rapid flows -characterized by fluid-like flow of granular materials While the flow in a tumbler exhibits differing flow regimes depending on rotation rate, here we focus exclusively on the rolling regime.
-have been shown to give good predictions for shear flows of nearly elastic spherical particles. Despite their success in simple flows, extensions of this approach to more complex flows is difficult. However, for certain classes of complex flows, which can be decomposed into distinct regions of uniform simple flow, satisfactory results for flow modeling can be obtained from a continuum analysis. LS, based on such continuum models, then provide a useful means of probing mixing. One example of such a flow is a rotated tumbler operated in the rolling regime. In this flow, there exists a rapid flow region at the Ž . free surface the cascading layer , and a fixed bed region which undergoes solid body rotation. A nearly one-dimensional continuum-based description of the flow in the layer, coupled with the solid-body rotation within the bed, generates quantitative predictions of global mixing rates and concentration profiles in both segregating and nonsegregating flows.
Mixing in a cylindrical tumbler
In the rolling regime, rotation of a tumbler results in a flow of particles from the fixed bed into the cascading layer in the uphill half of the surface and a flow from the Ž . layer into the fixed bed in the downhill half see Fig. 2 . In order to carry out LS of the particle motion within a rotating tumbler, the velocity and layer thickness profiles for the flowing layer must be obtained. To that end, we use a macroscopic balance approach to obtain the velocity and the layer thickness, which agree with previous experimen-Ž w x. tal findings see Ref. 2 . A detailed discussion of the macroscopic balance approach has been reported else-Ž w x. where see Ref. 4 and only the results necessary for LS Ž will be discussed below note that, unless specified otherwise, all equations are made dimensionless with the half-. length of the free surface, L, and the rotation rate, v .
Within the layer, the components of the velocity at any point, Õ and Õ , respectively, are given by:
where y is the coordinate perpendicular to the free surface Ž . and pointing out of the bed , x is the coordinate parallel Ž . to the free surface, d x is the layer thickness, t is time, Ž and u is the average velocity within the layer which is . roughly constant .
Additionally, in the general case, we must consider whether collisions within the layer will contribute significantly to the particle motion. In order to examine this issue in a LS, we must augment the above-equations with a Ž diffusive term in the expression for Õ as Õ is much y x larger than Õ , we assume that particle diffusion in the x y . direction is very small, relative to advection . The new Õ , y now applicable to situations with finite diffusive mixing, is given by:
. time step is a Gaussian random number with variance 2 DD t and D is the effective diffusivity.
Using this model, a typical particle trajectory within the tumbler is comprised of a sequence of rotational and Ž . translational steps. If the particle is in the bed, y -d x , it Ž . is rotated as a solid body until it enters the layer, y ) d x , Ž . Ž . whereupon it is advected according to Eqs. 1 and 3 . By varying the effective diffusivity, the relative importance of advective and diffusive components of the mixing can be Ž compared this idea is explored in more detail in the next . section .
In the LS, particles initially have a specified distribution Ž . here segregated right and left . They are advected according to the procedure described above, and then the mixing of the particles is analyzed. For a quantitative comparison of the rates of mixing, the intensity of segregation, I , is s calculated from:
where f are the concentrations at a set of N uniformly i distributed points in the bed and f is the overall concenm w x tration 5 . The point concentration is calculated as the fraction of one type of particle in a box of a specified size centered on the point. This data is then compared to experiment to verify the simulation.
In the mixing experiments, identical particles of different colors are initially placed in two halves of a short cylinder using a separator. The separator is removed, the cylinder is mounted on the rollers and rotated, and digital images are recorded at short time intervals as the mixing proceeds. The images are analyzed by thresholding of the intensities to identify each type of particle. The local concentrations and the intensity of segregation are then calculated. Fig. 3 shows the time evolution of the mixed state for two mixing experiments; the variation in the intensity of segregation is shown in Fig. 4 with lines fitted to the initial decay of the intensity of segregation.
In order to mimic the experimental flow, several parameters are needed for the LS: the filling parameter, H; the maximum layer thickness, d ; and the effective diffusivity, o Ž D note that the average velocity, u, is obtained from a . mass balance once the other parameters are known . The filling parameter and the maximum layer thickness can both be easily measured via inspection, however, the effective diffusivity must be estimated. A qualitative comparison of an experimental snapshot to computations with differing values of D shows reasonably good agreement at w x A scaling expression by Savage 6 , derived from PD Simulations for shear flow in a chute, has been proposed as:
where n is the void fraction, f n is a decreasing function Ž Ž y2 . of void fraction chosen to be O O 10 to fit our experi-. ments , and d is the particle diameter. Using this expres-Ž . sion and knowing Õ , values of the effective diffusivity are calculated which are in good agreement with our experimentally estimated values. These results serve as an w x indirect experimental verification of Savage's 6 expression. 
Mixing in non-circular cylinders -chaotic mixing
The rolling regime is characterized by a steady flow. If Ž one places a blob of material from a continuum view-. point in the layer, one would see that upon rotation the blob would undergo stretching due to shear in the layer, while at the same time becoming blurred by particle Ž . collisions collisional diffusion . The stretched and diffused blob eventually would leave the layer and would re-enter the bed, where it would undergo solid body rotation until the particles re-enter the layer and the process is repeated. When the cross-section of the rotating container is circular, the mean flow is time-independent, and the Ž . streamlines lines tangent to mean velocity field act as impenetrable barriers to convective mixing. This phenomenon is well understood; fluid mixing theory states w x that steady two dimensional flows are poor mixers 7 . Particles cross streamlines only by diffusive motion; mixing is consequently slow. Several studies of fluid flows show that time modulation of streamlines -such that there are intersections between streamlines obtained at different times -is generally sufficient to produce chaotic w x advection 8 . In a rotating tumbler, this simply happens w x when the cross-section is not circular 9 .
This idea can be illustrated in terms of computations in Ž . circular as a reference case and elliptical containers and experiments and computations in square containers; in both non-circular cases the flow region -its free-surface length 2 L, and its thickness d -becomes a function of o the orientation of the container. This results in the streamline crossing condition necessary to produce chaos. In order to simulate the cases of the ellipse and the square, the model used is essentially the same as that of the previous section with the additional assumption that the Ž Ž . Ž .. layer geometry 2 l t and d t varies with time suffio ciently slowly that the flow is quasi-steady. Thus, the velocity field in the layer now becomes:
where quantities are now made dimensionless with the Ž . w maximum half-length of the surface, L, d x,t s d 1 y om w 2 Ž .xx Ž . xrl t l t , and d corresponds to the maximum layer om Ž thickness obtained when the free-surface half-length is at . its maximum, L . Fig. 7 shows a comparison between the mixing of tracer particles in circular, elliptical, and square mixers obtained by means of computations. In order to isolate the effects of advection, the diffusivity in these simulations is set to Ž . zero. In the circular mixer bottom each initially circular Ž . blob inset is deformed into a filament; the length of the filament increases slowly with time. In contrast, in the case Ž . of the elliptical or square mixer middle and top , markedly different behavior is seen. The initially circular blobs Ž . inset in the chaotic region are deformed into filaments which fold back upon themselves repeatedly. This indicates the presence of an underlying homoclinic structure w x which is characteristic of chaotic advection 7 . Similarly, one of the fingerprints of chaos is that material points which begin arbitrarily close to one another, separate exponentially. Fig. 8 shows the length of the blob perimeter for the circle, ellipse, and square normalized by its original length. Note that the perimeter of the blob in the circular mixer grows linearly, while in the elliptical and square mixers, the perimeters grow exponentially. On the other hand, the blobs in the regular regions of Fig. 7 deform only slowly over time. The differences in mixing for the geometries are highlighted in the computed Poincaré sections -stroboscopic maps of several test particle positions after every rotation of the mixer -shown as insets in Fig. 7 . In the case of the circular mixer, the Ž . invariant surfaces of the Poincare section coincide with thé streamlines and there is no chaos. In the case of the elliptical or square mixer, however, regions of chaotic motion and regular motion are obtained. Fig. 9 shows a comparison between computations and experiments in square containers. In this case, a fitted value of the collisional particle diffusion is incorporated Ž y3 . into the model D s 10 . Details of the experiments can w x be found in Ref. 9 .
A visual examination of the experiments of Fig. 9 indicates that, as opposed to the case of fluids, where thin stretched and folded fluid striations can be resolved with little difficulty, diffusion plays a much more central role in granular mixing; however, diffusional effects in granular mixing are scale dependent. In the systems under consideration here, the Peclet number -the ratio of the character-Ž . istic advection time urL to the characteristic diffusion
Ž .
D
Ž . If we make Eq. 8 dimensionless and combine it with Eq. Ž . 5 for the diffusivity, after simplification we obtain:
where k is the ratio of the maximum layer thickness, d , o to the maximum half-length, L. This ratio is seen to Ž remain roughly constant for constant Froude number Fr, the ratio of the rotational acceleration to the acceleration of . gravity over the range of experiments which we have Ž . Ž. conducted see Fig. 10 . Eq. 9 suggests that the effectiveness of diffusion decreases with increasing relative system size and would play a minimal roll in ''large'' systems. Also, for typical industrial systems, which would be considered large in this case, mixing in this regime is almost Ž exclusively due to chaotic advection provided that the . mixer cross-section is not perfectly circular , a result which may have been overlooked if one were to rely on pilot-scale experimentation. In hindsight, existing processes undoubt-Ž edly already contain elements of chaotic advection for w x. example in V-blenders or double-cone blenders 10,11 ; however, without explicit recognition of the underlying Ž reasons for mixing successes and failures global chaos vs.
. large-scale regular islands , optimization of such devices would be impossible.
Particle Dynamics
PD, a discrete method of simulation, is eminently suited to study one of the most difficult aspects of particulate flows, differing particle properties. This is especially useful in studying mixing flows, an area in which this techw x nique has shown promise 11,12 . This method, however, is computationally intensive. While increasing computing power will certainly alleviate this difficulty somewhat, to date, this technique has found the majority of its success in the study of model systems designed to extract rules or heuristics useful for understanding more complex, macroscopic phenomena. In many cases of practical interest, insight gained from ''experimentation'' with model systems will allow these results to complement and perhaps improve other modes of simulation.
PD Simulations capture the macroscopic behavior of a particulate system via calculation of the trajectories of each of the individual particles within the mass; the time evolution of these trajectories then determines the global flow of the granular material. The particle trajectories are obtained via explicit solution of Newton's equations of w x motion for every particle 13 . The forces on the particles Ž arise from interactions between particles e.g., collisions or . contacts as well as interactions between the system and Ž . the particles e.g., gravitational forces . For this work, the collisional forces are modeled after the work of Hertz and w x Mindlin 14 . A thorough description of the interaction w x laws can be found in Ref. 12 ; therefore they will not be reviewed here.
CohesiÕe systems
The vast majority of research in particulate flows has been directed at the study of particles which exhibit negli-Ž gible attractive forces between individual grains i.e., free-. Ž flowing powders some recent exceptions include Refs. w x. 15-19 . This is due, primarily, to the difficulty involved in incorporating complex particle interactions -which potentially vary with particle separation, velocity, size, or other particle properties -into a continuum or other model. In contrast, in a PD Simulation, additional particle Ž w x interaction forces such as surface adhesion 18 , van der w x . Waals forces 20 , etc. can be easily added.
Here, we focus our attention on moderately sized particles, ; 1 mm, where forces attributable to interstitial w x liquid are the dominant cohesive interaction effect 21 . The phenomenon of liquid bridging between particles was w x first treated quantitatively by Fisher 22 , and recently by w x Lian et al. 23 . Using these models, the cohesive force of a liquid bridge -accounting for the surface tension and pressure difference components -can be calculated as a function of particle separation. In addition to the capillary force, ''wet'' particles encounter a viscous force resisting Ž motion, which can be derived from lubrication theory see, w x for example Ref. 24 ; a derivation specific to the case of w x. particles is given in Ref. 25 . One final consideration is the surface roughness of the particles. Strictly speaking, perfectly smooth spheres would encounter a decreasing Ž attractive force for increasing liquid content while in the . pendular regime , and viscous forces could become arbitrarily large for infinitely small separation distances. In practice, surface asperities limit the minimum separation distance to some constant value, S . In this work, S o o ; 10 y6 m, a reasonable value for commercial grade particles. The algorithm used here is quite similar to that w x reported in Ref. 26 and will not be elaborated here.
A simple characterization measure, the granular Bond Ž . number Bo , is suggested as a means of quantifying the effect of cohesion on the flow of the material. The granular Bond number is defined, generally, as the ratio of the attractive force to particle weight. Clearly, this definition can lead to at least three distinct quantities: a global Bo, based on a suitable averaged attractive force and the average particle mass; a local Bo, based on the instantaneous attractive force between a specific pair of particles and the weight of the heavier of the pair; and the average Bo, computed as the mean of all of the local Bo.
Based on a capillary force view of particle cohesion, the global granular Bond number can be defined as:
where F is a simple model of the capillary force, W is the c particle weight, a is the radius, r is density, and s is the liquid surface tension.
The simulations in this section were carried out at Ž rotation rates which were 10% of the critical value when the angular acceleration is equal to the acceleration due to . gravity . Fig. 11 shows a comparison of the mixing in tumblers at different Bo number. Qualitatively, it seems that the mixing rate at moderate Bo is faster than at small Ž . Bo and then decreases again at large Bo , a result which Ž is somewhat contrary to intuition similar results have w x. recently been seen experimentally 27 . This suggests that, when some degree of moisture is present, there exists some Ž optimum Bo for mixing within the rolling regime a result . with potential industrial significance . This idea is currently being explored further.
Model flows -segregation due to density
This section discusses surface segregation. While the procedure is somewhat general, the focus will be on density segregation in two model systems: chute flows and radial segregation. In Section 2, a LS model is proposed which adequately describes the mixing and flow in a continuously flowing tumbler. In this section, that model is expanded via development of a constitutive relationship for the segregation flux in cascading layers, primarily from model PD Simulations of chute flows. Consider equal sized particles of different densities flowing in a cascading layer. Higher density particles sink to lower levels in the layer, whereas lower density particles rise, resulting in segregation across the layer. The driving force for such segregation is the buoyant force experienced by the parti-Ž Fig. 11 . A comparison of mixing at different Bo numbers for an initially segregated mixture yellow particles began on the right and blue particles on the . left after two revolutions. cles; lighter particles may be considered to be immersed in an effective medium of higher density corresponding to the average density of the mixture, and heavier particles in a lower density effective medium. This idea forms the basis of a model for the segregation flux which is discussed Ž below a complete description of the derivation of the w x. segregation flux model is given in Ref. 28 . The ultimate Ž . goal is to include into Eq. 3 a segregation velocity, Õ , s due to density differences, such that:
is valid for density segregating systems. As discussed in Section 2, interparticle collisions result in a diffusion flux which opposes the segregation. Hence, for sufficiently long layers and steady flow, a balance between segregation and diffusion fluxes results in an equilibrium concentration profile across the layer. The species balance equation in the layer at equilibrium is:
where f s f rf , f is the volume fraction of the more fraction, D is the diffusivity, and J is the segregation flux s of the more dense particles. For equal sized particles, as considered here, f is simply the number fraction of the denser particles. Assuming the segregation velocity to be proportional to the buoyant force, the segregation velocity of the more dense particles is:
s which yields a segregation flux, J , of:
s At this point, the model contains a single parameter, the dimensionless segregation velocity, g , which could be treated as a fitting parameter. Alternately, PD Simulations of chute flows can be used not only to validate the model for the segregation flux, but also to obtain an estimate of the dimensionless segregation velocity, g. If one combines Ž . Ž . Eq. 14 with Eq. 12 , one finds that the number fraction of the more dense particles, f, at equilibrium, should vary with height, y, as:
Ž .
1 y f A comparison of the simulation results for the number Ž . fraction, f, profiles to Eq. 15 is shown in Fig. 12 . The agreement between the two is very good and there is, as Ž Ž .. predicted by the theory, a linear variation of ln fr 1 y f with y. The value of g predicted by the PD Simulations, Ž and subsequently used in the LS, is 68 taken from Fig. .
.
Ž . Fig. 13 shows the results of a LS, using Eq. 11 , of the equilibrium distribution of a segregating mixture of parti-Ž . cles in a rotated cylinder compared to experiment. There is good qualitative agreement both in the extent of segrega-Ž tion and the shape of the segregated core a quantitative w x. comparison of the results can be found in Ref. 28 .
In many cases, it is desirable to attempt to homogenize an initially segregated mixture of differing particles. In this case, the dynamics of mixing and segregation interact to give a complex evolution of the mixed state. Fig. 14 shows an example of such a process, in which an initially segregated state evolves to an equilibrium distribution. Experiments and the corresponding theoretical predictions are shown, and there is good agreement between the two. In both the simulation and the experiment, the system is better mixed at intermediate times as compared to the initial and final states. This becomes clearer if the mixed state at any time is quantified in terms of the intensity of Ž . segregation defined in Eq. 4 . Fig. 15 shows the time evolution of the intensity of segregation for LS of two Ž different extents of filling of the cylinder the rate of w x. advective mixing varies with filling, see Ref. 4 . For both fillings, the intensity of segregation decreases with time, indicating that mixing dominates over segregation at the initial stages of the process. At longer times, the change in I with time is different for different extents of filling. In s Ž the case of slow mixing a lower value of H, correspond-. ing to a more filled mixer , I monotonically decreases to s the equilibrium value. In contrast, for fast mixing, I s decreases to a minimum value and then increases to the same equilibrium value as the slow mixing case. Thus, the final mixed state is independent of the extent of filling, as found above; however, for fast mixing, there exists an optimal mixing time at which I is at its minimum. A s minimum in the intensity of segregation has been observed w x in previous experimental studies of tumbling mixers 29 . While several empirical and semi-empirical approaches have been suggested to predict the typical behavior of w x segregating systems 30-33 , the above theoretical and computational analysis is perhaps unique in having fundamental mechanisms as its basis and also for its lack of adjustable parameters. 
Outlook
Simulations of granular flows, and mixing flows in particular, provide a useful means of probing particulate behavior. In this paper, we focus on two very different, yet complementary, techniques for studying granular flow: PD and LS.
PD is versatile in that particle level interactions, including inelastic, frictional forces can be accounted for, such that segregation resulting from differences in particle properties can be explicitly studied. In addition, more complex particle interactions, such as cohesion, can also be included. However, large computational times are required, and simulation of industrial sized systems is currently not feasible.
LS are based on continuum models. Such models typically have fitting parameters to be determined by comparison to experiments, and, in general, a first principle approach starting from particle level interactions seems distant. The utility of such continuum models then depends on whether the fitting parameters are scale-independent. If this is the case, then experiments and PD Simulations for small systems can be used to design and optimize large scale systems.
Ž . The cases considered here see Fig. 1 represent only a portion of the situations amenable to this type of attack. w x For example, segregation in non-circular containers 34,35 and in cohesive systems are currently being examined.
